94 oldsmobile bravada

Used Oldsmobile Bravada for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating.
Overall 2. As far as looks and appeal Oldsmobile knocked it out of the park in it's final years of
producing this SUV. Stylish exterior which even today people think it is no more than a few
years old. The interior, plush leather with automatics seats heated automatic mirrors, lumbar
support and sunroof. Unfortunately, when I bought this vehicle at , miles on the Odom. It
became apparent I may have made a serious mistake purchasing this vehicle. The Oldsmobile
Bravada, what can I say. Ok I thought this was more funny than fun. My kids would probably
beg to differ. While driving them to school in the dead of winter the Air Ride System failed four
mile from their school. We had just had a bad storm of ice and sleet the day before and the
plows couldn't scrape most of the frozen ice from the roads. The body of the vehicle laid down
on the frame and it was like driving a l The body of the vehicle laid down on the frame and it was
like driving a lb go cart four miles, I looked in the rear view mirror to see the kids in the back
bouncing all over the place with every natural ice speed bump heads hitting the headliner with
some of them, I couldn't help but laugh. Like I said previously, the Bravada was years ahead of
everyone else in when it came to looks inside and out. At approx. The engine, a 4. The ride was
superior with rear air ride suspension which I was able to enjoy for a short while. So here we go,
cons. Where do I start? At thousand miles on the odometer the vehicle still looked really nice to
me, whoever owned it took very good care of it. Unfortunately as they say, "you can't judge a
book by it's cover. Then the Air Ride system went bad a couple months later, there goes ano It
was as if after that happened, everything regarding the suspension system started going bad,
literally every month something needed to be replaced. Upper control arms, lower control arms,
ball joints, sway bar bushings, sway bar links, cv joints etc etc etc you get the picture. By the
time it was all said and done I pretty much rebuilt the entire suspension and that's on top of all
the normal preventative maintenance stuff that needs to be done. Oh, don't let me get into the
electrical system, lets just say it has a mind of it's own. Anyway to make a long story short,
between labor and parts over a 4 year period I could have bought a brand new Bravada back in
Bravada Owner. Overall 5. I am 55 years old and this is by far the absolute best vehicle I have
ever had. I do not like cars, they sit too low, having been injured at a young age in a big station
wagon, I have maintained a fear of being too low to the ground in case of accident and or
needing to have good visual of the road ahead. The Oldsmobile Bravado is perfect for this
scenario. It sits high like a full bed truck. It drives like a dream. Smooth and steady. It is a all
wheel drive which at first concerned me regarding gas, however it is decent on gas. The traction
and firm footing on the road alleviates any apprehension one might have on a busy highway. It
also has the feature on star, and heated seats, as well as the air suspension in the back where
the truck lifts and lowers itself according to the weight. I recently took my grandchildren to Lego
Land. An hour ride one way is not always the best experience when traveling with 4 over excited
children all under the age of 7. We sang along with the radio all the way. They sat comfortably,
with ample air conditioning in the back for them. All of our days accommodations were in the far
back, with ample room for the cooler, the umbrellas, cooler and p All of our days
accommodations were in the far back, with ample room for the cooler, the umbrellas, cooler and
picnic basket. It was a great day, and I contribute much of that to the fact I was able to
comfortably, safely, confidently transport us in the best vehicle I've ever had, my Oldsmobile
Bravada. I like to sit up higher than cars, this is perfect for that. I like the strong safe feel of a
truck, however having 4 grandchildren, a truck is not practical. My Oldsmobile Bravada has it
all. It sits high, it has enough seating for comfortable seating for all 4 of the grandkids at the
same time. Back seat air conditioning is great for the kids here in Florida. It has a sunroof which
the kids love. It is strong, steady and safe, which I love. It has all star option on it, and even a
neat little recorder built in for reminders or messages to be played in vehicle. I like that it has 2
driver I like that it has 2 driver settings option, I have 1 set for me and the number 2 for my son
who frequently borrows my Oldsmobile Bravada to haul his bass boat. Yes, he says my
Oldsmobile Bravada tows his bass boat better than his truck! There is not a single thing I would
change about my Oldsmobile, other than for it to be a new one, however I have heard they no
longer make them. The only problem I have had with the Oldsmobile Bravada is, the rear
differential thing. I have had to have it replaced twice. My son claims it's because of my
personal style of driving, and turning the wheel extreme all the time. Other than this, I have no
complaints. I would like to accommodate this survey by fulfilling this part in more depth,
however, there are no cons I can be state and remain truthful. I like the gas mileage for a SUV as
well as the electronic gas estimator and odometer. I like the comfort and ride of the vehicle. The
look is okay. It's not very stylish, but I still like it better than most other vehicles. It is pretty
reliable rarely having to go to the shop for anything other than the typical gas change, rotation,
and alignment. For how old it is, it really holds up. I hope it continues to hold up. Has traveled
very far with absolutely no problem and has no problem with the day to day back and forth from

work to home and around my general area. Very fast for a SUV and has very easy to use cruise
control. Needs a little work in the gas tank department but other than that very good on gas
mileage. I slid through some snow and thought I got stuck but it pulled me right out. Good
space. Terrible cup holders and not an obvious way to get spare tire out from spot. Used
Oldsmobile Silhouette. The first generation â€” and second-generation â€” used the GMT
platform , and the third generation used the GMT platform. The third generation was the only
version offered in Canada. It was the first truck-based vehicle offered by Oldsmobile since the s,
and the division's first-ever sport utility vehicle. At the time of its debut, the Bravada was a
United States -only vehicle, and unlike the compact Blazer and Jimmy, there was no pickup
truck equivalent. In keeping with its upscale image, the Bravada standardized many features
that the Blazer and Jimmy made optional, namely the SmartTrak all-wheel drive , power
equipment, Anti-lock brakes , remote keyless entry, body-colored bumpers and exterior trim
with lower body cladding which was body-colored, similar to the competitor Jeep Grand
Cherokee Limited , and the 4. First-generation Bravadas also featured the Oldsmobile emblem
on the tail lights, another standard feature not shared with the Blazer or Jimmy. The 4. Also for
'92, the Bravada's instrument panel was slightly modified to differ from its siblings. An optional
Gold package with gold exterior badging and special gold aluminum wheels was also new for '
The first-generation Bravada was produced into the model year. The Bravada was refreshed
later than its platform mates, with no models produced. The and models' body featured more
rounded lines than their predecessor. This generation Bravada could easily be distinguished
from the Chevrolet Blazer and GMC Jimmy by its Oldsmobile-styled body-colored split grille,
premium alloy wheels, and lower bodyside cladding. Standard fare included a driver's airbag
and daytime running lamps. The interior styling was more appealing to the eye with less ridges
and squares, much like the exterior. The front bucket seats were similar to those found on the
Aurora. In , 4-wheel anti-lock disc brakes became standard and the rear spoiler was deleted. As
with the previous generation, the Oldsmobile Bravada was available only in 4-door, 5-passenger
configuration. Another refresh occurred in , with the Bravada adopting Oldsmobile's new and
final version of the "rocket" emblem. The SmartTrak system now featured the computer
controlled NP transfer case, which works more like a traction control. A revised interior
including dual airbags, heated seats, and a new front fascia which included the new Aurora
inspired Oldsmobile logo. OnStar was available in as a cell phone unit, later becoming
integrated into the rearview mirror in with available features like hands-free calling and virtual
advisor. A Bose sound system was added to available options in and the fuel injection was
updated in , though output remained the same. A new two-tone exterior dubbed the Platinum
Edition was made available in This generation was phased out in to make way for the new GMT
Bravada. Redesigned as a midsize SUV for its third generation, the Bravada hit showrooms in
February Rear-wheel drive was available for the first time as well, making this the first
rear-wheel drive Oldsmobile since the Custom Cruiser. The Bravada entered the Canadian
market at this time. Production of the Bravada ended with the demise of the Oldsmobile marque
in The last Bravadas were produced as "Final " special editions, each featuring custom seat
embroidering and exterior badging inspired by vintage Oldsmobile logos, dark cherry metallic
paint, unique chrome alloy wheels, and a medallion featuring that particular Bravada's
production number, ranging from 1 to The last Bravada, the number , rolled off the assembly
line on January 12, The Bravada bodyshell was continued by its joint replacements, the Buick
Rainier and the Saab X --the latter of which remained in production until December From
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luxury. My '94 Olds Bravada brings a smile to my face every winter. The SmartTrak all wheel
drive system, powered by a 4. My '94 Bravada remains powerful and responsive 11 years and ,
miles young. I have had it for 2 years and overall it performs well. The only repair I've had to
make was to replace the fuel pump other than regular maitance. EX body, Good tires, clean

interior, leather, tow package, hi-miles , but still runs good. Has had routine maintenance
performed on schedule, AWD - all Bravada features. Good performance. Good handling in all
weather. Comfortable on trips. Reasonable economy for size. I've always owned new cars but
decided to try out an SUV and bought my Bravada for a few thousand dollars. It already had 92,
miles on it, but the interior leather and carpet were pristine, the body was in perfect shape with
no dings, etc. It runs great and is a pleasure to drive in the snow. I've had to replace the
electronic cluster for the speedometer, the heater unit, and the EGR valve, but for a truck this
old I expected some repairs. It has , miles on it and it's still going strong. I love it. Popular
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related to the Bravada. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents,
been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open
recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of
sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a
vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping
millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden
problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with
their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had
the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us
and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search. Forums New posts. What's new
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